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1. Recently, an additive version of coproduct (or rather coaddition) has 
been observed in variom, quantum (q-defor.u1ed) algebras [l, 2, 3]. While 
in the ordinary Lie algebras this additional algebraic structure is quite 
natural and almost trivial, in a q~deformed situation it requires nontrivial 
braiding rules [1], thus making the corresponding quantum algebras the 
braided coadditive bialgebras (actually, Hopf algebras). 

A related and very interesting question is a possible bialgebra structure 
of differential complexes, i.e., a concept of differential bfolgebras [5, 6]. 
Brzezinski [7] has shown that the existence of a bialgebra of this type 
means the bicovari~ncc of the corresponding differential calculus [8, 9, 10]. 

Therefore, ones interest in the braided coaddition in differential com-
plex~s could be at least threefold: · · 

- it is interesting by itself, as an additional algebraic structure; 
-- it can provide us with a purely Hopf-algebraic criterion for selecting 

q-deformed differential calculi; 
- it might play a role of a "shift" in the physical interpretation of the 

corresponding quantum space. 
In [11], among other examples, several coadditive differential bialge

bras have been obtained. The aim of the present, paper is to give a sys
tematic approach to this problem for quantum algebras generated by the 
ll-matrices of the Hecke type (for instance, the GLq(JJ) ones [12]). Pro
ceeding in this way, we recover the results of [11], describe a regular ( and 
very simple) method to prove consistency (associativity) of the relevant 
braiding relations, and find a braided coadditive differential Hopf-algebra 
structure on the corresponding quantum group. 

This paper has developed from my attempts to interpret eqs.(47),(48) 
(see below) found by A.Isaev [11]. I appreciate this contribution of his to 
the present work. 

2. Principal ideas of this paper can be best explained by using the well 
accustomed quantum 'hyp~rplane . 

R12X1x2 = qx2x1 

as an example. We adopt the following notation [13, 11]: 

P12R12 = R12 = fl i 

and also, for any· a, 

(1) 

{2) 

al:= al a2:: a' I a3:: a" l a© 1 :=al } ®a:: a• (3) 



For instance, the Yang-Baxter equation and t.he Hecke condition for the. 
R-mat.rix look now, respectively, · · · 

RR' R = R'RR' (4) 

and 
R - R = q - q = .\ or R2 = 1 +Ul. (5) 

Our aim is to suppress explicit numerical indices (numbers of th; corre
sponding auxiliary spaces) in formulae like ( l) in ord~r uot to mi~ the1~1 
with others that we shall need .very soon. 

·Really, the whole differ~ntial complex [14r on the quantum hyperplane 
(1) is defined by 

·{ Rx x' = q :z; x' , 
Rdx x' = <JX dx', (6) 
Rdx ~~' = -q dx dx'. 

Adding formally to this set of equations an extra one, 

dx x' = q Rx dx' - ,\ q dx x' ,· (7) 

which trivially follows from the second liiie in (6), one can reca.~t (6),(7) 
into the 'matrix form ·· · · 

I ·y I 
X2 X1 = 12 X1 X2 , (8) 

where 

x=(:X), 
.. (' R . .. R -.\ 

Y12 = q : , : R ~J· (9) 

dots are zeros, and the meaning of numerical indices in (8) is, of rourse, 
not the'same as in (1). It"should be noted that the explicit foriii (9} c~osen 
here for Y12 is by no means unique. · 

Now we arc t.o employ the matrix representation (8) for demonstrating 
t.ha.i. tl1e different.ial complex (6) admits coaddit.ion of the form 

.6.( x) = x © 1 + 1 0 x = x + x , .6. ( dx) = dx + dx , (10) 

or, in short notation, 
.6.(x) = x + x · (11) 

2 
"' - - ,,. .. f' 

I. 

! 

From earlier papers on the subject. [l, 11], we learn th!).t this can be only 
possible when a nontrivial braiding map W : f2 © 11 -+ 11 © f2 is used to • 
commute elements with and without a tilde fr~m two independent c~pies 
of our differential complex H. Explicitly, 

(I® a)(b ©I)= ab~ '1.i(a ® b). (12) 

In the case (8), a natural Ansatz for the braiding is 

~ I z ~I 
X2 X1 = 12 X1 X2 , (13) 

where Z is a 4 x 4-matrix whose elements may themselves depend on.R. 
· The first restriction on Z is caused by the graded nature of the differ

ential corrwlex (6). This leads to 

Z12 = ( (~ . . . ) 
· , 5 · 
. µ f] . 
• . • :· V . . 

(11) 

Further, the result.of external differentiation of (13) must be consistent 
with (13) itself. Taking into accou11t cf- = 0 and the graded 'Leibnitz rule, 
we come to 

a,=/3+8, 1=8-i1 , µ=fJ+u. (15) 

The next st,ep is to ensure the key property of Ll, i.e. 

Ll(x2) Ll(xD = Y12 Ll(x1) Ll(x;). (16) 

This boils down to verification of 

- , _, Y, - , y _, 
X2 X1 + X2 X1 = 12 X1 X2 + 12 X1 X2, (17) 

• which, with the help of (13), transforms to 

[Yi2 Z21 + (Y12 - Z12)Pi2 :_ 1} X2 X~ = 0. (18) 

We have to put the expression in square brackets to zero. This results in 
the following new constraints: 

f3=(o+1)qR, (v+l)(R+q)=O. (19) 
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• 
At last, \~C _lll~~t. guarantee 'that 'our braiding. (fa) obeys 8()-t~alldl 

hexag<;m identi\ies [15] or, eq11ivalently,' t.hai. 01ir c~>ir111~ut.at.ioii rMcs for 
. ele.inerits ~ith a1id without a tilde a{e· as;ociative. 1'o de/this; we ·1,erform 

a reordering 
~ I II I ~II 

X:3 X2 X1 - X1 X2.X;3 (20) 

in two different ways, using (8), ·(13) and 

I II Y' I II 
X2 X1 = 12 X1 X'.l , 

_, II Z' I _,, 
X1-.X1 = "12 X1 X'.l, (21) 

where Y' and Z' mean that a substitution R - R.' in the corresponding 
elements of Y a1id Z ·Has to be carried out. · Following this strategy, we 
fin'ally obtain· . · 

Y I z Z' z Z'·Y 12 13 23 = 2.'3 13. 12 • (22) 

(A similar relation for Y, 

Y{ 2 Y1:i Y~ = Y2:i Y{3 Y12 , (2:J) 

which expresses the associativity of the original algebra. (6), is of course 

_reacfily verifie~). . . , . , . . 
. , . Rewriting the matrix relaiions (22) in the c~mpone1;t form, we imme-
dia.t.dy encounter· ,• ' . ·. , ' ' ' 

R' (# + v) f/ .= 8 (fJ' + v') R = 0 . (24) 
·, 

The only way out is to nullify ti or /3 + v. Let us first con;ider the latt.er 

possibility. Then, due to (19), . 

V = -/J' (/3-l)(R+q)=.O, {J+S=qR, 

and the matrix Z12 becomes 

( 

qR 

Z12 = : ijR. ijR.- {3 
/3 " 

The remaining relations hidden in (22) yield· 

_J 
. fJK R. = 1r Jlf3!; fi'/3' R = R' /3 fJ'. 
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.(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

;, 

The firs't of these is identically true whereas the second, together witl1 (25), 
produces two solutions for (3, · 

/3 = qR or /1 = qll, 

and, consequently, two possibilities for 7,, 

(28) 

C . ) Z12 - ,J . R . ' 
(1) _ ,- · H -,\ . · Z;;l = R . i/ -.\ . . . (29) . C ) ' q . 

. -R . -q 

In the explicit form this reads: 

x:r:=ij xx, 
- f __ - ~f -· ~I 

~x x 
1 

= t~ R x d:, - ,\ q dx x , 

{ 

- I Ji{ ~1 

x d:r. = q Rdx x , 
dx rl.x' = -q llrl.x dx'; 

{ 

' - ' JJ -, xx=qlx:i,,, 

dx x' = q.· H X dx' - ,\ H dx x' I 

i dx' = q R dx x' , 
rlx dx' ~ :__q H dx dx'. 

(30) 

(31) 

'1'1 1 1 · r (. ) c · d · · -;:;<z 1i · d r;(:.1) · 1e ot 1er so ut.1011 o _24 , ll = 0, pro uces matrices C.1 21 an ,-., 21 m-
stead of (29); This evidently corresponds to changing t.l1c position of a 
tilde (x +-+ x, x +-+ x) in (13), (30) and (31), i.e., to the inverse br13;iding 
transformation w-1

. We thus recover the results of (I 1] and, moreover, 
prove that they exhaust all the aUowed braiding. relations within the hn;
mogeneous Ansa.t.z (13). It should be a.L.,-:o stressed that the representations 
like (8) and ( 13) are extremely convenient for proving associativity (resp. 
consistency) of appropriate multiplication or braiding relations. 

3. Now we proceed to the case of the braided matrix algebra BM q( N) 
[16, 17] with generators {l, u)}, forming the NxN-ma.trix u, and relations 

R21 u2 R12 u1 = u1 H21 u2 R12. (:n) 

The corresponding differential ,complex is described in [18, 19]. In our 
conventions (note u1 = u) it re.ads' 

{ 

Rullu= uR1Ul; 
RuR.du = du Rull, _ 
RduRdu = -duR.duH 

."> 

(3:1) 



I: 
I 

I 
!, 

! 

I 
' 

(unlike (G), there are no primes in theRe equat.ions). The appropriate coad
dition is also known (see [2] for the BMq(N) itself and [11] for (:J3) as a· 
whole). Here we wish to reproduce the results of [11] through the matrix 
formalism developed in the previous section. 

Let us rewrite(33) in the form 

cp2 Rp1 = Vi2 P1 Rrp2 R, 

where 

p=(:u)' 
(

R 

Vi2 = : 
R 

-.\ R _J· 
and try to introduce the braiding relations 

02 Rp1 = W12 P1 Hip2 R, 

which make 
~(p)=cp+cp 

a consistent coproduct. From (34) and (:W) we deduce 

W12 Pl R '{)2 }l + <p2 R '{)1 :::: Vi2 W21 P2 R 'Pl R2 + Vi2 <{)1 Rci>2 R · 

With the help of the Hecke condition (5) we get 

P4) 

. (35) 

(:rn) 

(37) 

(38) 

(½2 W21 - 1) P2 R 'PI+[>. Vi2 W21 + (Vi2 - W12)P12] ({)2 R 'Pl R = 0. (39) 

A solution is 

W,,= v,, = C R ~ : ·). R . 
-R 

Another possible braiding is 

02 R Pi = Vi2 cp1 R 'P2 R, 

inspired by the following equivalent version of (34): 

cp2 ll cp1 = V 21 Pl R cp2 R , 
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(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

i 
I 
\ 

t 

}, 
I 

J 

I 
r 

I 
i 

Of cm1rse, this. cQrresponds to the inverse braiding map with respect to 
(:rn),(10). · · · · 

Another pair of mutually inverse solutions can be obtained if one. rep
resents (:JJ) as 

. T - .. -T 
ry2 R171 = Rr71 Il'Tfi V12 = Rr11 RTJ2 V21 , (13) 

where r1 is now a row instead of a cohirun: 

ry=(u, dv.), 
( 

R . . . ) 
11T _ • . fl ....'.>, • 
~12 - -.. R . 

..... -R 

(44) 

In this ca.'le, both 
ih R 771 = R TJ1 R 112 Vf1 

{45) 

and 
ifa R T/1 = R 771 R 112 Vi'~ (46) 

are co~1sistent' braiding relations. Associativity of ·(36),(41);(45) and (46) 
(i.e. the identities like W12 W{3 Vi3 = Vl3 W13 W{2 ) and their cornpatibility 
with the Leibnitz rule are easily confirmed. 

fo ,the component form, (36) and ( 45) look, respectively, as 

{ 

ii.Ru= Rullii.R, 
dfiRu = RuRduR+ .\duRuR, 
ii.Rdu = RduRuR, 
dii.Rdu = -RduRduR; 

{ 

uRu = RuRii.R, 
du Ru= RuRduR+ >. RduRu, 
ii.Rdu = RduRuR, 
du.Rdu = -RduRduR; 

(47) 

(48) 

eqs. (41) and (46) being obtained from these via u - u. We recover the 
corresponding results given in [11]. 

4. Consider at last the familiar matrix quantum group 

R12 Ti T2 = T2 Ti R12 , 
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• 
which aJso has a braided coa.ddit.ion [3] .. Its differential complex is known 
too [20]. In the notation (2),(:-1) it looks like 

{ 

RTT' = TT' ll, 

.
lldTT' = TdT' R, -' 
RdTdT' = -dTdT' R. 

Let us show that the algebra (50) as a whole admits~ coa.ddition 

- ( T ) b.( 0) = 0 + 0 , · 0 = dT . 

Really, eq.(50) is easily rewritt.en as 

(50) 

(51) 

02 0; ~ N,,01 0\R, N12 ~ ( R R ~z _:R) (52) 

In complete anaJogy with the preceding section, one finds that the mutually 
inverse braiding relations 

02 e~ = N21 01 e;R, (5:1) 

02 '0( = N12 01 o; R . (54) 

satisfy all the requirements. If, otherwise, eq;(50) is recast. into the. form 

6 e~ = Rei e~ N'f-i (S5) 

with e being a row, e = (T , dT), then the following pair of mutually 
inverse braidings is produced: 

- I -, -T 
6e1 = R6f2N21, 
~ I - ~1 °T 
6e1 = Rei e2N12. 

In the component, form: 

(: 

{ 

i'T' =··RT''i'' ll, 
d'I'T' = R1'd1'' R, 
1';},T' = R d'l' '1'' R _:t- >. T dT' R , 
dTdT' = -RdTdT' R; 
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(5G) 

(57) 

(58) 

.{ TT'= RT'i'' R., 
'J.'i'T' = R.TdT' R, . 

: . 'i' '}-T' = R dT T' fl :r-~RT dT' , 
dTrlT' = -HdTclT' H; 

(59) 

two other sets ,are obtaine~, from these by 1' <-+ T. 
All the above examples lead us t.o thl~ conclusion that, the hraid~d coad

dition appears to be a. quite natnral algebraic: structure for the differential 
complexes on the quadra.tic quantum algebras gcnerat.c<l by the mecke
type R-rnat.rices. The correspondiug (brailkd) c:ounit, obeys e(l) = ,} and' 
equals zero on other generators. Moreover, a braided ant,ipode is easily 
introduced:, . . 

8(1) = 1, S(o.) = -0,, S(rlo.) = -da. (a= x, u, T). (60) 

Com;equex'1t.ly, all t.lic bra.i<led roadditivc differc11t.ial bialgeb~as considered 
in· this paper are; in fact, hra.id~d Hopf algebras. · · ' 
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